
Girl Talk is on the road right now, with shows scheduled all the way through December. [MORE...] 

MP3: Girl Talk: Smash Your Head [Infinite Mixtape #22] 
Posted by Amy Phillips in remix, tour, remix, tour on Wed: 09-13-06: 09:00 AM CDT | Permalink 

 
Mission of Burma Documentary Coming to DVD  

 

Legendary Boston post-punks and Pitchfork Music Festival alums Mission of Burma have already proven their 
resurrected greatness, and now they will share the intimate details of their Lazarus story with the world. On November 
21, MVD Visual will release Not a Photograph, a 70-minute documentary DVD about the band's 2002 reunion and the 
obstacles they had to overcome to make it the success it was and still is. Not a Photograph was directed by David 
Kleiler, Jr. and Jeff Iwanicki, and, in addition to the recent performances, it includes archival footage from the band's 
original incarnation, including a performance by the Moving Parts, bassist Clint Conley's and guitarist Roger Miller's 
first band together.  

And don't forget-- as previously reported, Miller will share his next Mission of Burma tour diary exclusively with 
Pitchfork. The tour begins this Friday, September 15, at Seattle's Crocodile Cafe. 
[MORE...] 

MP3: Mission of Burma: 2wice 
Posted by Dave Maher in dvd on Wed: 09-13-06: 07:00 AM CDT | Permalink 

 
The Pogues Get Expanded Reissue Treatment  

 When the Pogues finished playing, you howled out for more. And, saints be 
praised, Rhino Records answered. 
 
Now grab a pint or two and get ready to curl up all over again with the Celtic folk-punk band's first five albums, like 
you've never quite heard them before. Red Roses for Me (1984), Rum Sodomy & the Lash (1985), If I Should Fall From 
Grace With God (1988), Peace & Love (1989), and Hell's Ditch (1990) will each see an expanded and remastered 
reissue on September 19, courtesy of Rhino. 
 
In total, the releases will feature 31 bonus tracks, including a cover of the Rolling Stones' "Honky Tonk Women" and 
four songs from the band's 1986 EP, Poguetry in Motion. Classic. 

The Pogues themselves, meanwhile, take their patented drunken antics on the road this fall. [MORE...] 

Video: The Pogues: Fairytale of New York 
Posted by Kati Llewellyn in reissue, tour on Tue: 09-12-06: 04:45 PM CDT | Permalink 

 
Menomena Unveil Tracklist, Exclusive MP3  
Below: Danny Seim promises to be more aware of venue ceiling fire sprinkler run-ins this time  
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